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Abstract
Research was conducted in order to discern the most efficient method for producing interactive mobile applications, according to professionals in the greater Houston area. This research aimed to provide an insight into the preferences of Houston production agencies and current coding requirements for mobile application development. The research data for this study was collected via a Google survey that was emailed to willing participants. Employees from 30 Houston mobile application production agencies were contacted and 13 participants anonymously responded. Data from these responses were collected and indicated that developers prefer and most often develop web-based applications. These developers indicated that aspiring developers should have a working knowledge of HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Objective C, JQuery, C#, PHP, Rails, or Kotlin in order to be considered an asset to a mobile application production firm.

Mobile Application Development: Native vs Web-based vs Hybrid
The newest coined phrase in the technological realm is “there’s an app for that.” Applications have taken over the mobile development world and have become an ever increasing market for graphic designers and website developers. Since demand has increased, production houses must constantly search for efficient ways to design, develop, and produce mobile applications. Even though there are several avenues for developing mobile applications, production houses tend to invest time and energy into complete understanding of one method and continue utilizing it because of familiarity. Often these production houses fail to consider software being utilized by similar professionals. This study was conducted to determine the most effective avenue for developing interactive mobile applications.

In the mobile development industry, there are several generally accepted methods utilized to develop interactive mobile applications. These methods include native applications, web applications, and hybrid applications such Phonegap, Aquafadas, and Appcelerator. Each method has distinct advantages and disadvantages. User preference, functionality, coding requirements, and application diversification are measurements that can be used to discern the best approach for mobile application development. Since several avenues for application development exist, the pertinent question is: according to mobile application development professionals in the greater Houston area, what is the most efficient method for producing interactive mobile applications?

Since the iPhone was first released in 2007, smartphones, tablets, and e-readers have evolved from luxury items used only by elite business professionals to a fundamental household device. Advances in technology, and more efficient application production methods, have led to a noteworthy increase in the number of mobile application users. This is significant for publishing houses and corporations because “mobile phones now account for 62% of all time spent online” (Seetharaman, 2015, p.2) with 70% of that time in applications. Just as production houses and corporations must keep abreast of new mobile application advances, college students emerging with four-year degrees must also be aware of new technological trends. Since mobile application development is a field that is experiencing immeasurable growth, college graduates would be wise to know best practices for development of these applications.

Throughout this paper, a number of terms will appear repeatedly. The meaning and intention of each term is clearly defined below.

• Interactive mobile application is defined by PC Mag Encyclopedia as a "software application that runs in a smartphone, tablet, or other portable device" (“Mobile App Definition from PC Magazine Encyclopedia,” n.d.).

• Application programming interface (API) is “language and message format used by an application program to communicate” (“API Definition from PC Magazine Encyclopedia,” n.d.) with a parent application.

• Native application is a “mobile app programed in the recommended language for the mobile operating system; for example, Objective C or Swift for iOS and Java for Android” (“Native Mobile App Definition from PC Magazine Encyclopedia,” n.d.).

• Web application as “an application in which all or some parts of the software are downloaded from the
Web each time it is run“ (“Web Application Definition from PC Magazine Encyclopedia,” n.d.).

- Hybrid application is written utilizing a single source code where "any changes to the source generates new apps for all the targeted platforms“ (“Hybrid App Definition from PC Magazine Encyclopedia,” n.d.). PhoneGap, Aquafadas, and Appcelerator are three types of hybrid applications.
- Phonegap is a framework that utilizes a library of code to convert a single programming language into device specific languages.
- Aquafadas uses either InDesign Authoring or Cloud Authoring to create interactive mobile applications.
- Appcelerator is a multi-platform mobile application development software program that allows developers to build fully native applications from a single JavaScript code (“Mobile App Development Platform – Appcelerator,” n.d.).

**Literature Review**

There are several different methods for developing a mobile application. Each method will be discussed individually in accordance with its advantages and disadvantages. Native applications use code that is “written specifically for a particular phone's operating system” (Cha, 2013, p.151). Examples of coding languages utilized for the development of native applications are Objective-C for iPhone, Java for Android, and C# for Windows Mobile (Cha, 2013, p.151). Native apps are recommended for "hardware intensive applications" (Jobe, 2013, p.31) because its "code can access - APIs that can access device storage, sensors, and data" (Charland, 2011, p.4). Since this code is downloaded, it has the ability to run faster and more efficiently than other applications (Charland, 2011, p.7). The drawback to native applications is that they are expensive to create since a separate code must be developed for all distinct platforms (Charland, 2011, p.1). Also, since these applications have "unhindered access to device hardware" (Jobe, 2013, p.28) they can become a security risk (“Patents,” 2013, p.1). Developers and clients must consider application, time, and cost requirements before selecting this production method.

A second method for developing mobile apps is the use of web applications. Web applications are "designed and developed to mimic" (Jobe, 2013, p.28) native applications while running in a web browser. These apps utilize languages such as HTML5, JavaScript, CSS, and Ruby” (Cha, 2013, pp.151–152). Open source coding allows web applications to be accessed and utilized across multiple mobile platforms (Jobe, 2013, p.28). Web applications tend to be less expensive, faster to develop, and reduce long term maintenance costs (Cha, 2013, p.152). One major shortcoming of web applications is their “lack of direct access to the device hardware,” which causes the application to appear "slower and more sluggish" (Jobe, 2013, p.31) than native applications. Web apps also have a tendency to become unstable and have a limited user interface that is dependent on the mobile platform (Cha, 2013, p.152). Customers may prefer this option because of low cost and faster development.

The third method for developing mobile applications is through the use of hybrid application software. Hybrid apps are "neither truly a mobile web app or a native app” (Jobe, 2013, p.29). These applications utilize HTML5, JavaScript APIs, or CSS and run "inside a 3rd party native app container” (Jobe, 2013, p.29). These native app containers typically give the hybrid applications access to “native device APIs and hardware” (Jobe, 2013, p.29). PhoneGap, Aquafadas, and Appcelerator are three currently popular hybrid frameworks.

PhoneGap is an open source framework that combines “HTML, CSS, and JavaScript with an API for tapping native device hardware and functionality” (Borck, 2012, p.1). These web-based applications can access “everything from the accelerometer to camera, compass, contacts, file, geolocation, media (audio and video), network, notifications (alert, sound, vibration) and storage” (Gibbs, 2012, p.18). Once an app has been built with PhoneGap software it can be accessed on “Android, iOS, Windows Phone, BlackBerry, Symbian, WebOS, and Bada” (Borck, 2012, p.1). PhoneGap is a free service that allows the developer to include features that resemble native applications such as “plug-ins to mimic native” (Borck, 2012, p.1) user interface, push notifications, and PayPal integration. Even though PhoneGap apps can appear native for data-driven web applications they are not the most efficient option for “processor- or graphics-intensive applications” (Borck, 2012, p.1). Any type of new code packing software requires developers to invest time in learning a new API. Before developers invest their time in a particular method they must be certain that there is a demand for hybrid applications.

Aquafadas is another cross-platform mobile application development software that specializes in the publication of “interactive digital content such as books, comics,
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Tools

Since Appcelerator offers several application building tools it is not a free software. Developers must choose from three levels of professional membership and pay the corresponding fees. Application developers must consider the monthly fees and the effect of that cost on their monthly overhead.

Method

In order to determine the most efficient method for developing a mobile application according to Houston professionals, a survey was sent to willing participants. Surveys were distributed to participants over the course of the Spring 2016 academic semester. Participants were selected based on their geographic location and specialization in mobile application development. Developers from 30 Houston application development companies were contacted and asked to anonymously complete a Google survey. The survey was also posted on the University of Houston’s Digital Media Linkedin page so that alumni of the program will have the opportunity to complete the survey. A replica of the Google Survey can be found in Table 1.

Once all participant surveys were collected, the results were tallied and displayed in a series of pie charts. Finalized results indicated which development method customers commonly requested during their kickoff meetings with developers, which method developers preferred for mobile application development, and which method they used most frequently for client projects.

Results

The results of this study are based on the data provided anonymously by 13 participants. Even though 30 Houston mobile application development companies were contacted and the survey was posted on social media outlets, actual participation was limited to about 43% of the potential pool of respondents. Since the parameters of this study required participation from professionals with a specific skill set, the researcher anticipated that participation could be nominal. The data received was sufficient to draw some conclusions about mobile application development preferences among Houston professionals, but should not be extrapolated to other geographic areas.

Since mobile application developers would not have work without demand from customers, the first part of the research pertained to customer preferences. Participants were asked what type of application customers preferred to have developed upon arrival for their initial kick-off meeting with a development firm. Initially 62% of cus-
customers preferred native applications, 38% preferred web applications, and none of the customers knew about the possibility of hybrid applications. Developers stated that 92% of their customers did not have a firm grasp of the difference between native, web, and hybrid applications. A pie chart depicting these results can be found in Figure 1. During this meeting, developers were able to explain the options available to their customers along with the advantages and disadvantages of each option. Based on this provided information, a majority of customers decided to select a different mode of development.

Another facet of the research focused on the personal preferences of developers in regards to the use of web, native, and hybrid applications. In this section of the survey, the results demonstrated that 54% of participants preferred to develop web applications, 15% preferred to develop native applications, and 31% preferred to develop hybrid applications. The results from this section of research can be found in Figure 2. Developers stated that their preferences stemmed from the parameters of the specific project, coding requirements, and application functionality.

Finally, participants were asked to report which type of application their company was contracted to develop most often. This is the type of application that customers selected after receiving all pertinent information about cost, functionality, design, and future maintenance. Participants reported that only 8% of clients selected native applications, 69% selected web applications, and 23% preferred hybrid applications. The results from this portion of research can be found in Figure 3. Customers gravitated toward different development modes after the conclusion of their kick-off meetings.

**Conclusions**

From the results of this research, conclusions can be drawn about uniformed client preferences, functionality, coding requirements, and application development. Uninformed clients arrived for their kick-off meetings with developers not truly understanding the options available for mobile application development or the benefits and drawbacks of each method. This means that developers must possess enough knowledge about each method to assess which mode of production is most appropriate for the customer’s application requirements.

The surveyed developers reported that they preferred to develop web and hybrid applications because of their functionality. Of the developers surveyed, 54% stated that they preferred to create web applications because they are cross-platform compatible, do not require installed software, do not require manual updates, and allow consumers to constantly access current versions.
There was a significant number of participants who preferred developing hybrid applications. One participant wrote that they enjoyed having the ability to “wrap a web-based app and give it access to the native layer.” These developers also stated that another advantage of hybrid applications was the ability to easily make changes to the code without resubmitting the entire application through a store.

Finally, 15% of developers stated that they preferred native applications because their clientele tended to request hardware intensive applications that required the code to access specific APIs.

In accordance with functionality, participants were asked which application would be easier for customers to manage and update in the future. Of the developers surveyed, 69% stated that web applications are easiest for clients to manage and 31% stated that hybrid applications can be more easily updated. All of the developers agreed that clients would not have the ability to update native applications without coding knowledge. This section of research shows that Houston professionals believe that web applications are the most efficient method for developing mobile applications, followed by hybrid applications, and then finally native applications.

Participants were asked to list the coding languages that were required for professionals in their field. Participants noted that applications developers should be able to demonstrate proficiency in HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Objective C, JQuery, and C#. Each of these languages was listed and discussed throughout this research. In addition to these languages developers also stated that PHP, Rails, and Kotlin were necessary languages for the development of interactive mobile applications. Once coding languages were established the developers were asked if their companies required them to code in a specific language or if they were given the freedom to choose which coding language best suited each project. Every developer surveyed stated that their organization gave them the freedom to choose their own coding language. From this research, applicants searching to acquire positions with mobile application development agencies can discern that it would be wise to have a thorough knowledge of each aforementioned coding language.

Finally, participants were asked which method of mobile application development their company was most often contracted to develop. Participants reported that 69% most often developed web applications, 23% of them mostly developed hybrid applications, and 8% of them developed native applications. This piece of research supports the conclusion that Houston mobile application development professionals believe that web-based applications are the most efficient mode for application development. Hybrid applications and native applications fall into second and third place, respectively, according to their overall development efficiency.

**Recommendations**

In order to solidify the results of this study, additional research must be conducted. This research should include more participants from varying geographic locations.

Future researchers should also consider the cost and time associated with each method of application development, user experience, and client satisfaction. The results from this future research will provide further understanding into the preferences of developers and clients in regards to mobile application development. This research is important to the digital media industry because mobile applications are quickly becoming the most popular way for consumers to access information about businesses and products. This is a booming industry and research must stay abreast of this technological trend.
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